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ANZIAM 2011

The 47th Applied Mathematics Conference

Jim Denier∗

The 47th annual ANZIAM Conference was held in Glenelg, a seaside suburb of
Adelaide, from Sunday 30 January to Thursday 3 February. The location was
chosen in an attempt to break away from the long-standing tradition of holding
ANZIAM meetings in out-of-the-way places, thus allowing easy access for all del-
egates to the venue from a major domestic airport and also allowing delegates to
take advantage of all those additional delights that are available within a large
capital city.

The meeting opened with the traditional welcome barbecue, held in the delight-
ful Glenelg Surf Life Saving Club. Despite the 40+ degree temperatures, and the
somewhat unexpected power blackout in large parts of Glenelg, the welcome event
was a roaring success. The staff of the surf life saving club are to be commended
for ensuring that food was cooked and delivered on time, drinks were kept chilled
and the atmosphere, although hot, was relaxed.

Bob Anderssen of CSIRO, the winner of the 2010 ANZIAM Medal, opened the
conference bright and early on Monday morning. Following Bob’s talk, delegates
immersed themselves in the wide and varied range of areas within applied math-
ematics. In total, 158 contributed talks were presented, each of 20 minutes dura-
tion and scheduled across four parallel sessions. This year, students contributed 58
talks. The total number of registrations was 204, of which 74 were postgraduate
students and 13 were complimentary registrations to honours students in applied
mathematics studying at the 2011 AMSI Summer School hosted by the School of
Mathematical Sciences at The University of Adelaide.

The broad range of areas covered in applied mathematics was further emphasised
by the outstanding plenary talks:

Modelling antiviral resistance in plants
Bob Anderssen
2010 ANZIAM Medallist
Mathematical and Information Sciences, CSIRO
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How linear algebra can reveal the secrets in your face . . .
no more lying about your age!
Kate Smith-Miles
School of Mathematical Sciences, Monash University

Dynamics of nanomechanical devices in fluid
John Sader
Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
The University of Melbourne

Swarming by nature and by design
Andrea Bertozzi
Department of Mathematics, University of California, Los Angeles

Epidemics and rumours: the effect of network structure
on transmission dynamics
Valerie Isham
Department of Statistical Science, University College London

Solving problems in multiply connected domains
Darren Crowdy
2001 AMSI Lecturer
Department of Mathematics, Imperial College London

It’s all a matter of balance
Georg Gottwald
School of Mathematics and Statistics, The University of Sydney

Equilibrium and learning in traffic network games
Roberto Cominetti
Departamento de Ingenieria Industrial, Universidad de Chile

Again, students attending the conference were able to take advantage of the kind
support provided by CSIRO’s sponsorship of the Student Support Scheme. This
scheme was created to help students attend conferences and be exposed to a wide
variety of applied mathematics and applied mathematicians. This year, 28 students
were supported by the scheme, receiving, on average, $430 each.

The conference banquet was held in the South Australian Museum’s Pacific Cul-
tures Gallery. As well as enjoying the fine dining, delegates were able to peruse
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the museum’s many exhibits, including the new Biodiversity Gallery. Music for
the evening was provided by the Aurora Strings.

Natashia Boland and Frances Kuo

As is usual at the conference banquet
there were a number of prizes and awards
presented. The 2011 J.H. Michell Medal
for the outstanding young researcher was
awarded to Frances Kuo from the School
of Mathematics and Statistics at The Uni-
versity of New South Wales. The citation
for Frances was read by Natashia Boland,
the Chair of the J.H. Michell Medal com-
mittee.

Left to right: Samuel Butler, James Caffrey,

Barry Cox and Tim Marchant

This year, the competition for the
T.M. Cherry Prize for the best student
presentation was very hotly contested, re-
flecting the high quality of all postgradu-
ate talks. It was impossible for the prize
committee to split the award which went
to Samuel Butler of The University of
Sydney and James Caffrey of The Uni-
versity of Melbourne. The Chair of the
T.M. Cherry Prize panel, Barry Cox from
The University of Adelaide, commended
the record number of student speakers on
the outstanding overall quality of their

talks. In addition to the two prize-winners, the following students were given
honourable mentions for their excellent presentations: Hamideh Anjomshoa (The
University of South Australia), Rebecca Chisholm (The University of Melbourne),
Brendan Florio (The University of Western Australia), Christopher Green (Impe-
rial College London), Jason Nassios (The University of Melbourne) and Theodore
Vo (The University of Sydney).

The T.M. Cherry Prize committee members were Barry Cox (The University of
Adelaide, Chair), Bob Anderssen (CSIRO), Natashia Boland (The University of
Newcastle), Duncan Farrow (Murdoch University), Peter Johnston (Queensland
University of Technology), Carlo Laing (Massey University), Julia Piantadosi (Uni-
versity of South Australia), John Sader (The University of Melbourne) and Martin
Wechselberger (The University of Sydney). Our thanks go to this hard-working
committee for their efforts in fostering and rewarding the research efforts of the
next generation of applied mathematicians.
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Left to right: Darren Crowdy,

Nikki Sonnenberg, Larry Forbes
and Tim Marchant

Another highlight of the evening was
the presentation of the hotly contested
Cherry Ripe award, selected by the stu-
dents and chaired by Nikki Sonnenberg.
Again we had a split decision with the stu-
dent jury unable to decide between Larry
Forbes (University of Tasmania) and one
of our plenary speakers, Darren Crowdy
(Imperial College London). Unfortunately,
Graeme Hocking was unable to snare the
Cherry Ripe award despite being sched-
uled on Monday morning. Better luck next
year, Graeme!

Thanks must also go to Kerry Landman (The University of Melbourne) and her
committee for producing an excellent group of invited speakers covering a wide
range of applied mathematics topics. Finally, the organising committee gratefully
acknowledges our major sponsors, the School of Mathematical Sciences at The
University of Adelaide, and the University of South Australia, for their generous
donations of $5 000 each towards the general running of the conference.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the many people I worked with to stage this
event and without whose hard work and dedication it would not have happened.
Firstly my Co-Director John Boland, Julia Piantadosi (Conference Secretary),
Sara Browning, Barbara Ridley (all from the University of South Australia), Matt
Finn, Ben Binder and Josh Ross (all from The University of Adelaide). Special
thanks goes to Matt Finn, who developed our website and was also responsible for
a complete redesign of the conference program booklet. Matt’s website will now
be passed on to the organiser of the next ANZIAM meeting.




